5 Oct 2009, Centre for Modern Languages & Human Sciences (CMLHS) was honoured with an official visit by the Deputy Minister II of the Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE), YB Dato’ Saifuddin Abdullah during the Academic Carnival 2009. Accompanying YB Dato’ Saifuddin Abdullah on his visit were the Vice Chancellor, YH Professor Dato’ Dr Daing Mohd Naar Ibrahim, Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic & Internationalization) YH Professor Dato’ Dr Sahrudin Mohd and the Dean, Professor Dr Abd Jaili Borham. YB Dato’ Saifuddin Abdullah was given a warm welcome by CMLHS associates as he joined the impressive crowd at CMLHS main gallery, their “Short Video Competition” booth and the “Innovative Invention Exhibition” booth. During his visit, YB Dato’ Saifuddin showed keen interest with the short videos prepared by the contestants and the innovative inventions demonstrated by groups of UMP students. It was also a great honour for CMLHS staff and the participants as YB Dato’ Saifuddin was pleased to receive a copy of compilation of the short videos.

The one week education promotional event kicked off with UMP motto, “Engineering, Technology & Creativity” on September 28 and ended on October 4, 2009. This carnival was the first of its kind to be held in UMP where activities were clustered into three categories: academic, career and internationalisation.

This annual event served as a platform to highlight and introduce programmes of study and courses offered at UMP and boost career opportunities for UMP undergraduates who would later join the workforce. It also aimed to establish good rapport and foster ties between UMP community and the society.

Organised by Department of Academic Affairs and Internationalisation (JHEAA), the successful event was supported by the Department of Student Affairs and Alumni (JHEPA), Centre for Graduate Studies (PPS), International Office (IO), faculties and academic centres at UMP including CMLHS.

Apart from the competitions, CMLHS also organized programmes like Grooming for Interview Workshop, Walk-in Interview, From Campus to Corporate Workshop and CMLHS Lab Open Day.

CMLHS is looking forward to show case the current students' projects and creative talent in the forth coming 2010 Academic Carnival.